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Your Excellencies of the UK government,
 
The extradition of Mr Lauri Love to the United States of America is morally & legally 
impossible, as is absolutely clear from the files of the UK Crown Prosecution Service (CPS), 
proving clear criminal terrorist acts against UK officials, involving some of the very same 
United States federal (national) judges who would be putting Mr Love on trial - these US 
judges receiving bribery funds from a trans-national crime group centred & funded in the 
United Kingdom, in one of the largest-scale schemes of bribery of a foreign government, & 
obstruction & perversion of justice, in British history.
 
A briefing on these UK-funded terrorist crimes & bribery of US judges, at the USA London 
Embassy, US State Department, & US Justice Department, is attached for your review.
http://pastebin.com/aWLsVMQx
 
Key summary points you will clearly see from your own UK police agency files:
 
- UK police agencies have well over 1000 pages of files on the bribery of 3 US judges by 
Pearson plc & its crime group, 2 of these being US federal judges of the Eastern District of 
Virginia, where US charges against Mr Lauri Love are registered, Pearson & its lawyers 
bribing both 'Judge Robert Payne is my name, Federal bribery is my game', & cyber-stalking 
Judge Norman Moon, who sent many harassing e-mails to Europe whilst enjoying his tax-
evading Pearson bribery cash, bribery of US judges being a 'right' of major US political 
donors
 
- USA Virginia federal judges whom Pearson crime group members admitted they bribed, 
engaged in multiple direct criminal acts against UK officials, including: Creating fraudulent 
documents to deceive UK authorities, joining in threatening to kill UK witnesses, & implicit 
menace supporting Pearson agents if they choose to murder UK officials - in other words, 
possibly even murdering Home Secretary Theresa May, or Lord Chancellor Michael Gove, or 



National Crime Agency Keith Bristow, in revenge for Pearson crimes being prosecuted in the 
UK, with US federal judges fully ready to assist in terrorist murders & cover-up
 
- USA Virginia federal judges - who may be trial judges for Mr Lauri Love - as CPS files 
make clear, accepted Pearson plc bribes to cause millions of pounds of financial fraud & 
harm to UK companies & citizens:
-- These US judges bribed by Pearson, issued 'court orders to Google' to hide criminal acts of 
UK firms paying USA political bribes, & US-based law firms with UK offices, defrauding 
millions of client funds, & defrauding British companies & citizens who do not know they 
are hiring US trans-national lawyer crime gangs who defraud clients
-- These US judges bribed by Pearson, issued 'court orders to Google' to assist fraudulent 
fundraising & sales of products & services, to raise funds for terrorist-tied crimes in the UK
-- These US judges bribed by Pearson, issued 'court orders to Google' to block a defamed 
witness to UK CPS, from replying in the UK to lies & hoaxes seeking to destroy innocent 
lives, the US judges seeking to deceive & intimidate both UK authorities & UK solicitors
-- These US judges bribed by Pearson, issued 'court orders to Google' to block the history & 
biography of known US terrorist, extortion, fraud & child-violating criminals travelling to the 
UK, who might be rapists of UK children; defrauders of UK citizens & companies; funding, 
organising & conducting UK criminal acts of obstruction & perversion of justice; & planning 
possible assaults on UK officials or their family members
 
-- These US judges bribed by Pearson, conducted laughably fraudulent USA 'legal 
proceedings' to benefit Pearson, where all court filings by a Pearson victim were ordered 
deleted from court records & the internet, & only filings by Pearson agents were accepted;
--- Where Pearson victims were threatened with murder if they filed a USA court appeal from 
inside the USA, with threats to disbar any US lawyer that honestly represented a Pearson 
victim; & the US Virginia Appeals judges & US Supreme Court refusing to answer court 
appeals made after their victim escaped outside the USA;
--- Where Pearson-bribed judges conducted fake US 'court proceedings' to internationally 
harass CPS witnesses to Pearson crimes, bizarrely held by one-way harassing e-mails as well 
as cyber-terrorist e-mailing of computer viruses to the victim by Pearson lawyers
 
- Literally tens of thousands of words were published in the UK for criminal purposes of 
obstruction & perversion of justice in connection with the bribery of these US judges, posted 
on the UK internet by the Pearson crime group, including lies & defamations by the US 
federal judges themselves, as they seek to deceive & intimidate UK authorities
 
- Obstruction & perversion of UK justice for the Pearson crime group, has been overseen by 
London's Ropes Gray along with WilmerHale law firms, with Ropes Gray lawyer Joan Ann 
Lukey of Boston USA, chief organiser of obstruction & perversion of justice & menace 
against UK officials & UK lawyers, committing these crimes within walking distance of the 
office of US Federal US Attorney (prosecutor) Carmen Ortiz, the very same prosecutor who 
helped 'suicide' hacker Aaron Swartz to death - Ortiz ready to allow the murder of UK 
officials or police agents visiting the USA, planned & ordered by Joan Ann Lukey using 
Pearson funding
 
- This tainted, possibly murderess US prosecutor Carmen Ortiz, who herself has massive 
evidence to begin instantly prosecuting the USA side of Pearson crime group offences, & 
Pearson bribery of US judges, instead has been indulging these crimes against the UK & 
allowing them to proceed, Ortiz accepting laughing death threats from Ropes Gray lawyers, 
who ask if Ortiz would like to be the 3rd suddenly dead female federal prosecutor who 



challenged US political donors, the Pearson & Ropes Gray threat to murder even US 
officials, underscoring the terrorist threat to UK officials
 
- The bribery - political terrorism - extortion scheme involving these USA Virginia judges & 
Pearson plc, involves criminal acts committed in Britain involving not only the executive 
board of Pearson; but also, as CPS files show, London's International Creative Management 
(ICM); bribery of the UK Guardian newspaper's Alan Rusbridger with full criminal support 
of Guardian lawyer Gillian Phillips; criminal acts by the UK's Wikipedia & its top Wikipedia 
official; criminal acts by UK internet monopoly Google Inc; & criminal acts by London's 
WilmerHale & Ropes Gray firms, taking the lead in planning, generating & managing 
terrorism & obstruction & perversion of justice
 
- The Pearson bribery of US federal Virginia judges, involves the highest levels of Pearson's 
board of directors, beginning as a scheme of Pearson's Counsel Alex 'the Gangster' Gigante to 
steal millions of Pearson book author funds, colluding with US law firms to embroil a 
wealthy author in legal controversy & terrorist acts, the US-based firms then rebating funds 
to Gigante; Pearson CEO Marjorie Scardino joined in approving & continuing the judge 
bribery; aided by Pearson's John Fallon publishing obstruction of justice hoaxes on Pearson's 
website, & being rewarded for his role in Pearson bribery with succeeding Scardino as CEO; 
Pearson chairman Glen Moreno overseeing Pearson attempts to intimidate & deceive UK 
authorities
 
- Google Inc & its top lawyer David Drummond, joined as prime actors & partners in the 
Pearson (actually Pearson-Google) crime scheme, Drummond offering full Google monopoly 
services to his friends at US law firms, for international child rape, extortion, terrorism, & 
obstruction of justice, when the law firm can demonstrate success in bribing US judges & 
connections to major political donors; Drummond & Google Brussels lobbyist Antoine 
Aubert, also desirous of revenge & harm to the CPS informant who documented the criminal 
role of Google in obstruction & perversion of justice, as part of their method to threaten & 
intimidate UK authorities & lawyers; Google having fully joined in the Pearson bribery of 
US Virginia federal judge Norman Moon, encouraging Moon to use Google Gmail for 
sending harassing terrorist e-mails to the EU, & promising to assist Moon in spreading lies on 
the UK internet & in deception & intimidation of UK officials, & covering for Moon's crimes
 
- Pearson & Google successfully bribed former US Justice Department prosecutor Patrick 
Fitzgerald, into giving Pearson-Google a 'comfort letter' promising USA non-prosecution of 
all Pearson-Google bribery & terrorist crimes against the UK, the corrupt Fitzgerald who had 
investigated & viewed the full criminal file, still today under payment by Google
 
- Pearson-Google obstruction & perversion of justice in the UK regarding the US judge 
bribery, benefited from free Google websites given to Pearson criminals using fake names, 
with tens of thousands of words of hate for a CPS witness, manipulated by Google to #1 in 
UK search results whilst Google blocked the victim & others from replying
 
- Pearson-Google obstruction & perversion of justice in the UK regarding US judge bribery, 
benefited from a massive multi-year hoaxing operation on the UK's Wikipedia site, the lies 
managed by London racist & criminal & Wiki chief David Gerard, eager to deceive & 
intimidate UK authorities, CPS able to prove that the Pearson hoaxing on Wikimedia trace 
back to Pearson & the Ropes Gray & WilmerHale law firms, with Google multiplying the 
Wikipedia lies on many other sites in Google search, whilst erasing replies from victims & 
those trying to tell the truth; Google also hiding that Wikipedia was designed & is operated 



by child-rape & gang-stalking criminals, Google defrauding UK citizens into donating to this 
site which shows its readiness to help murder UK officials
 
- Pearson-Google obstruction & perversion of justice in the UK regarding the US judge 
bribery, benefited from the successful total bribery of Alan Rusbridger & the UK Guardian 
newspaper, which became the lead news media spreading hoaxes for Pearson-Google US 
judge bribery, extortion, & terrorism, Rusbridger's crimes fully approved by UK Guardian 
lawyer Gillian Phillips, who sent neo-Nazi anti-Semitic hate mail to the CPS witness, Phillips 
eager to demonstrate the Guardian's willingness to deceive &, if called upon, help in the 
terrorist murder of UK officials
 
- Pearson-Google bribery of the US Virginia judges, had a significant role in the 
embarrassing duping & defrauding of UK Member of Parliament David Davis, who had been 
seduced into becoming a promoter of the lying fraud Alan Rusbridger, Davis not knowing 
that Rusbridger had long been taking bribes to publish fake libellous 'news' for US 
government terrorist criminals & those bribing US judges, Rusbridger being pushed out of his 
Guardian job shortly after his malicious duping of UK MP Davis was exposed
 
- Pearson-Google bribery of the US Virginia judges, had a significant role in the defrauding 
of British Telecom (BT) which was duped into filing legal claims against Google in US 
courtrooms, not realising that Google had bribed US judges to help hide Google's own 
crimes, & that Google Inc is the leading USA company supplying corrupt US judges with 
bribery services & benefiting from bribed US judge favours; the BT executives embarrassed 
& intimidated even after becoming aware of the fraud, fearing harm or death if they 
complained about crimes which seem even to be intimidating the UK government
 
- Pearson-Google bribery of US Virginia judges, using UK-office, US-based law firms to 
conduct acts of terrorism & obstruction of justice against UK authorities themselves, 
threatens to destroy the entire reputation of London & the UK as a venue for fair settling of 
legal disputes; given that firms such as WilmerHale & Ropes Gray do not have their London 
offices prosecuted & shut down, thanks to their intimidation & deception of UK authorities, 
Google Inc hiding their serious crimes & promoting these law firms over more honest UK 
solicitors; & with Pearson-Google terrorising UK lawyers & law firms all across Britain, who 
fear being 'destroyed on Google' if they file in UK courts against the Pearson crimes; the 
situation of these corrupt US law firms operating with impunity in the UK, already discussed 
before millions of people on European television; the ultimate impact of Yank USA gangster 
law firms in London, being hundreds of millions of pounds of losses to the UK economy
 
- Pearson-Google bribery of US Virginia judges, further proves the impossibility of legally 
extraditing Mr Lauri Love to the USA, given that along with the Pearson bribery of 'Judge 
Robert Payne is my name, Federal bribery is my game', Pearson criminals have continued the 
illegal lifetime imprisonment of totally innocent French citizen Léonel Cazaco, a black man 
laughingly insulted by racist Pearson criminals as a 'f-cking French n-gger', Cazaco sentenced 
by Pearson's bribed Judge Payne, with Cazaco's sufferings a pleasure for Pearson criminals 
& the Ropes Gray & WilmerHale law firms
 
- The Pearson-Google bribery of US Virginia judges whom Mr Lauri Love can face in a trial, 
continues crimes in the UK with a 3-part programme to obstruct & pervert justice (1) Bribery 
offers of both campaign funds to UK ministers, & tax-evading bribery cash liberally available 
from Ropes Gray & WilmerHale; (2) Deception via media bribery; & (3) Terrorist 
intimidation
 



- The Pearson-Google bribery of US Virginia judges, has long been known & supported at the 
US State Department, where Hillary Clinton apparently was a personal recipient of Pearson 
bribery funds, & which issued US passports to Pearson criminals conducting criminal acts 
against the UK, & which may issue US passports to Pearson-hired killers from the USA who 
could then enter the UK & possibly murder UK police or officials or harm their families
 
- The Pearson-Google bribery of US Virginia judges, part of a large set of terrorist, extortion 
& child violation crimes fully sponsored by bribed US Justice officials, shows with absolute 
clarity that the USA has no independent judiciary - with US judges themselves being 
murdered / found dead after ruling against the US government (John Roll, 2011, Supreme 
Court Justice Antonin Scalia dead with pillow over his face, 2016); US Congress people who 
supervise judges being killed (Sonny Bono, 1998); US lawyers disbarred & jailed if they 
make a filing about bribery (Richard Fine, many others); & whilst US judges who remain in 
office, act in the manner terrorist perverts when conducting crimes against the UK, & taking 
bribes from the Yank-criminal-infested Pearson plc executive suite & Google's corrupt 
lawyers
 
- The Pearson-Google bribery of US Virginia judges, has London office US firms laughingly 
threaten to kill even US officials who do not co-operate with their political-donor bribery of 
US judges, with menace of death to Boston prosecutor Carmen Ortiz - guilty in the 'suiciding' 
of hacker Aaron Swartz, a fake 'suicide hanging' being a frequent dodgy occurrence under US 
'justice', one with which the CPS witness to Pearson crimes was himself threatened
 
- With the Ropes Gray law firm of the UK, possibly fully ready to carry out the killing of a 
UK official - especially during a visit of that UK official to USA territory - & apparently 
having the indulgence of both the USA 'Justice' ministry, & the USA State Department, for 
ongoing terrorism-related crimes, it is understandable that you UK ministers are in fear of 
prosecuting the Pearson-Google bribery & terrorist acts under UK jurisdiction
 
- However, if even you UK ministers are terrified - as UK lawyers have been generally 
terrorised - of dealing with these horrific, extensive Pearson-Google terrorism crimes, crimes 
with bribed USA Virginia federal judges targeting UK officials … how then can you ship off 
Mr Lauri Love to be mauled by these US judges who take bribes, conduct acts of 
international terrorism, & have no respect for law or facts - US judges who enjoy jailing for 
life innocent people such as Pearson victim Mr Léonel Cazaco; US judges who join in 
threatening victims with fake 'suicides' by slow-torture hanging in US jail cell; US judges 
who 'order' campaigns of lies on the UK internet to obstruct & pervert justice … how can you 
UK ministers ship Mr Lauri Love off to the bribe-taking hands of these USA judges, when 
you do not have the courage to face these judges yourself?
 
- The Pearson-Google bribery-terrorist crimes in the UK, merit not only the criminal 
conviction of the various UK criminals such as Pearson's John Fallon & the Guardian's Alan 
Rusbridger, but also a UK request for the USA to extradite to the UK their own resident 
group of Pearson-Google criminals … Joan Ann Lukey of Ropes Gray Boston, David 
Drummond of Google legal … and also the US judges themselves who took the Pearson 
bribes, & 'ordered' the campaign to intimidate UK officials & lawyers
 
Very clearly, you must STOP the extradition of Mr Lauri Love, pending full enquiry into the 
many years of the Pearson-Google bribery of US judges & their terrorist & obstruction & 
perversion of justice crimes that they have conducted in Britain. In fact, there is no legal right 
to extradite ANYONE to the USA, given UK police proof of lack of an independent US 
judiciary, with US judges themselves being leading criminals attacking the UK; the 2003 US-



UK Extradition Treaty must be abrogated, as a gross injustice serving USA terrorists & 
criminals
 
For your own personal safety from US terrorist murder of UK officials, & possible revenge 
via Google defamation after you leave office, several ministers together should be speaking 
as a body when you take action against Pearson-Google offences. … You should as well have 
new UK legislation regarding Google & Wikipedia in the UK, because of the lead role they 
have taken in obstruction & perversion of UK justice; It should be illegal for any site 
claiming to be 'reference' 'encyclopaedia' or similar to be anonymous - Wikimedia uses 
anonymity by intention, to protect US political donors, child-rape criminals & US gov agents
 
As has been true, I am at the service of the CPS & National Crime Agency, for the criminal 
prosecution of the Pearson-Google gang, who notoriously bribed the US judges & US Justice 
ministry, who now brazenly ask you to send them Mr Lauri Love whom they might kill
 
Dr Les Sachs
L.Sachs@Inbox.LT
c/o Law Offices of Georges-Henri Beauthier, Berckmansstraat 89, 1060 Brussel, Belgium
 


